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Outward vs. Inward facing.
September 2, 2013 | 4 upvotes | by Whisper

We post a lot of "Bluepill examples" here. It's only natural. When you can see the insanity, and others
can't, you naturally want to show it to someone who understands.
But every time we post a "Bluepill example" link to elsewhere in reddit, it's an np link. Which means we
don't say anything in the actual discussion there, where there are people who still need the red pill so that
they won't be celibate in their marriage, cheated on by their girlfriend, unable to have a husband and
children, whatever.
The emergent effect of np link + blue example is that we are keeping the red pill for ourselves
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Comments

dmahan • 24 points • 2 September, 2013 01:28 AM 

It's also due to the fact that we can get banned for supposed vote brigading.

HumanSockPuppet • 17 points • 2 September, 2013 02:35 AM 

NP is to protect TheRedPill from accusations of vote brigading (and being subsequently shut down by reddit
admins).

I typically subscribe to whatever subreddits get frequently posted to TRP, and I leave a brief Red Pill sample in
the comments section of the BP thread. If the OP or other relevant user appears to be interested in a prescription,
I PM them a link.

Amuro_Rey • 8 points • 2 September, 2013 06:28 AM 

It's not our job to spam up other subreddits with redpill knowledge. They know we're out here, they'll find us
eventually.

[deleted] • 1 point • 6 September, 2013 02:02 PM 

Be as the frog in the pond. Do not seek the fly, the fly will come to you.

Best Hey Arnold episode ever

[deleted] • 7 points • 2 September, 2013 09:12 AM 

Brigading is a plague, and we shouldn't be doing it one bit.

nonservator • 3 points • 3 September, 2013 08:23 PM 

"Brigading" is people expressing an opinion, and it wouldn't be possible if the Reddit admins didn't want to
retain their wink-wink-nudge privilege. "We" evil red pillers will be deleted in a heartbeat if we express our
opinions via the voting mechanism, but the screeching monkeys in SRS, et al, are free to fling feces. In other
words, some brigades are more equal than others.

[deleted] • 1 point • 4 September, 2013 05:46 AM 

You got a point there. I was banned from Subredditdrama, even thought I subscribe there just for posting
a question in a linked thread.
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